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Liquid Inject and Pasture
Bolts out of the Ground!

Pasture Seedling with Liquid Inject

Very interesting advantage from diversity
of approach, diversity of Seed & diversity
of application timing. YES! We do have
the tools in the tool box to improve
Productivity and NOT blow the bank. It is
always cheaper to Grow Grass. In this
instance the additional benefits included
Liquid Inject and the Granule Fertiliser at
a modified rate. Allowed for a soil drench
come foliar HYBRID to turbo early
established germination for extra growth,
grazing and yet higher quality production.
Costly Protein Supplements reduced, with
a happy animal and improved Milk Quality
in the Dairy. BONUS: We are growing
the Soil Health Status for the future.

GRANULAR SHORTAGES
SOA/DAP/MAP….
We have answers!
The New Generation of Liquids provide resilience, in
Early Germination as well as driving better results that
include Highly Sort After Trace Benefits in the plants.
Residual “Soil” Amelioration is further supporting

Nitrogen, Phosphorus and Potassium

Access

later into the growing season.
Call us to discuss options on Liquids as an alternative, if
you find your granular fertiliser program isn’t able to be
fully met.

Above is a self seeded Lupin crop that has grown by itself using the residual soil benefits left from last
years Liquid Soil Drenchs. Despite Summer Dry Periods it has still managed to, not only regerminate with no
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fertiliser input,
but has also been able to be grazed and still developed new Nodules and continued to fix Nitrogen
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into the Soil. After it has been grazed for the second time, it will be turned in allowing for a lower Synthetic Nitrogen
input for the Upcoming Oat Cropping Program, is therefore saving dollars to be utilised in other Nutrient inputs.

